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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

KEY FINDINGS

• Tokyo remains the most attractive city for cross-

border investors. 

• Singapore, Seoul and Ho Chi Minh City are set to 

attract more interest this year.

• Hong Kong SAR fell out of the top 10 markets for 

the first time. New entrants include Shenzhen.

Strategies 
and 

Sectors  

• Investors have a clear preference for core and 

opportunistic/distressed opportunities.

• Logistics is the most preferred sector for the first 

time since surveys began, followed by offices.

• Data centres remain the most desired alternative 

asset class, while cold storage overtakes debt.

Preferred 
Markets

• Investors retain an optimistic view towards the 

future of office leasing demand in Asia Pacific, 

anticipating only a slight correction.

• ESG is becoming more prominent, with nearly 

half of investors including such criteria in their 

investment strategies.

Other 
Key 

Findings

CBRE’s Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey 2021 was conducted 

between 9 November 2020 and 14 December 2020. 492 mainly Asia 

Pacific-based investors participated in the survey, which asked respondents 

a range of questions regarding their buying appetite and preferred 

strategies, sectors and markets for 2021.

While investment was suppressed for much of last year due to measures to 

contain the COVID-19 pandemic, sentiment and purchasing activity 

gradually improved in H2 2020. Asia Pacific commercial real estate 

transaction volume rose by 44% q-o-q to US$26 billion in Q3 2020, with 

the October-December quarter also expected to show an increase.

Reflecting the broad-based improvement in market sentiment, this year’s 

survey found that 60% of investors intend to purchase more real estate in 

2021, the highest level since 2016. The recent commencement of 

vaccination programmes in several countries around the world has further 

boosted market confidence. Together with an increase in asset availability 

resulting from disposals by developers and real estate funds, this has led 

CBRE to forecast a 5% to 10% y-o-y rise in investment volume in 2021.

This year’s survey discerned a shift in investors’ strategies, sector focus and 

target sectors compared to previous editions. Other key findings include a 

belief among investors that the pandemic will not have a detrimental 

impact on long-term office demand in Asia Pacific, and a stronger 

emphasis on including Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance

(ESG) criteria in investment strategy.

Outlook
• CBRE expects investment volume to increase 

by 5% to 10% y-o-y in 2021. 
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Buying intentions indicate recovery in investment will accelerate

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey 2021, CBRE Research, January 2021

This year survey found that 60% of investors intend to purchase more real estate 

in 2021, the highest level since 2016. While some investors may be compensating 

for inactivity in 2020, the findings reflect a broad improvement in market 

sentiment in H2 2020, supported more recently by the launch of vaccination 

programmes in several markets.

Most investor types such as high-net-worth individuals and REITs along with 

institutional investors including sovereign wealth funds, insurance companies and 

pension funds display stronger buying intentions for 2021 compared to 2020. 

Boosted by the upbeat fund-raising environment, which has seen US$59 billion of 

equity raised by Asia Pacific focused close-ended real estate funds between 2018 

and 2020, real estate funds will continue to deploy capital.

While most investor types hold strong buying intentions, this year’s survey found a 

greater willingness to sell among selected investors including developers and real 

estate funds. 

Already net sellers in 2020, developers will continue to dispose of assets this year, 

either to repay debt or recycle capital. The Chinese government’s recent move to 

regulate developers’ gearing levels and place a cap on bank lending to such 

parties should encourage developers to dispose of assets to replenish liquidity.

With numerous close-ended real estate funds due to expire in 2021/2022, many 

entities will be looking to sell as fund managers review portfolios and exit 

positions. Fund managers will also ride the wave of improving market sentiment 

to build a track record for the next round of capital raising.

Improving investment sentiment and asset availability is expected to support an 

increase in investment volume by 5% to 10% over last year.

Figure 1: Purchasing activity compared with previous years
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Figure 2: Selling activity compared with previous years
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Asia Pacific investors reignite interest in cross -border deals

Ongoing travel restrictions are not discouraging Asia Pacific investors from 

displaying strong interest in cross-border investment, with more than 70% of 

respondents intending to purchase assets overseas in 2021.

With Asia containing the pandemic relatively well compared to North America 

and Europe, more investors identified markets within the region as their 

preferred choice for investment this year. The fact that Asia is home to markets 

and dynamics with which most respondents are more familiar is also likely to 

have influenced investors’ strategies.

Despite North America ranking as only the third most popular region for cross-

border investment, Korean and Japanese investors retain a strong appetite for 

U.S. real estate as they look to assemble international real estate portfolios. The 

weaker U.S. dollar, which has driven down hedging costs, has also spurred 

interest.

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021
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Figure 3: Preferred region for cross-border investment by Asia Pacific investors
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Tokyo remains the most preferred market for investment

Tokyo retained its position as the most preferred city for cross-border 

investment in 2021. The city has ranked in the top three most popular 

destinations since 2018 owing to its availability of high-quality assets and 

strong liquidity.

This year’s survey saw an increase in investor interest in Singapore, which 

ranked second. Although CBD office rents declined in 2020, rents are 

forecasted to register growth over the next three years, supported by low 

vacancy and strong demand. The city-state remains an important hub for 

foreign corporations looking to access Southeast Asia and is also emerging 

as a viable alternative to Hong Kong SAR among companies establishing 

Asia Pacific headquarters.

Korea’s robust domestic investment market propelled Seoul into the the top 

three destinations for the first time. Local institutional investors remain 

highly acquisitive, while domestic and foreign buyers retain a strong 

appetite for modern logistics properties in Greater Seoul.

Other noteworthy movement in this year’s rankings included Ho Chi Minh 

City, which entered the top five for the first time. With the diversification of 

supply chains encouraging more manufacturing investment, industrial and 

logistics assets are keenly sought after.

While Hong Kong SAR fell out of the top ten, selected foreign buyers 

increasingly view the city as an opportunistic play following a recent price 

correction. Australian cities are less popular compared to last year owing to 

the rise in office space for sub-lease and large supply pipeline, which may 

limit office rental growth in the short-term.

1 TOKYO

2

SINGAPORE

3

SEOUL

4SHANGHAI

6BEIJ ING

5

HCMC

7
SHENZHEN

9 OSAKA

8 SYDNEY

10 MELBOURNE

Higher ranking than in 2020

Legend

Top ten preferred cities*

*Cross-border refers to respondents domiciled in a different country to the most attractive destination selected

Figure 4: Top 10 preferred cities for investment (cross-border* only)

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021
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Two-tier investment strategy – core or opportunistic/distressed

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021

Since the onset of the pandemic, CBRE has observed that many investors have 

adopted a two-tier investment strategy focusing on core or 

opportunistic/distressed assets. This has been accompanied by a more cautious 

approach towards core-plus and value-add due to elevated vacancy risk and the 

prolonged duration of the pandemic.

Stronger interest in core investments is attributed to investors placing a greater 

emphasis on tenant credit and stable cash flow. Assets with rent rolls of three 

years or longer typically attract far more bidders than those lacking this type of 

security.

This year’s survey noted a significant uptick in interest in higher risk strategies. On 

the opportunistic front, investors continue to deploy capital into a range of 

development projects including build-to-rent schemes in the Pacific and 

speculative logistic facilities across the region. The current price dislocation in the 

public markets is also stimulating interest in public to private opportunities.  

Distressed assets are now back on investors’ radar for the first time since the 

Global Financial Crisis in 2008/2009. Opportunities are emerging in Mainland 

China and India, particularly among highly leveraged developers. Hotel and retail 

operators in various locations also offer prospects.

With the low interest rate environment set to last for even longer, the pandemic 

has prompted investors to review their target returns, especially within core and 

opportunistic strategies. For the former, robust competition is likely to see some 

investors adjust down their targeted returns. For the latter, opportunistic investors 

are expected to set more aggressive return objectives to compensate for higher 

risk. 
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Figure 5: Preferred investment strategy

Figure 6: How has the pandemic affected your investment and operating strategy?
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Logistics surpasses office as the most popular sector

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021

With the pandemic boosting demand for industrial and logistics property over 

the course of 2020, the sector was named the most popular for investment in 

this year’s survey, the first time it has claimed top spot.

Robust demand for logistics assets is also reflected in investors’ pricing 

expectations: 23% of investors, mainly long-term institutional buyers, stated they 

were willing to bid above asking prices. 

The yield spread between logistics and office assets in Asia Pacific narrowed from 

120 bps at the beginning of 2018 to just 90 bps in Q3 2020. Globally, the 

spread tightened from around 75 bps at the beginning of 2018 to just 30 bps in 

Q3 2020. CBRE believes there is room for further logistics yield compression over 

the course of this year.

Interest in the office sector weakened substantially due to uncertainty around the 

outlook for future demand. Investors therefore expect sizable discounts for office 

properties. Expectations for discounts for stabilised offices are diverse, with half 

of investors seeking discounts of up to 10%.

Demand for retail and hotels remains weak, with few investors considering these 

sectors. Those investors that are interested require significant discounts. 

However, selected opportunistic investors are considering hotels as counter-

cyclical plays, particularly in countries with strong domestic tourist markets, such 

as Australia and Japan. Investors are also seeking distressed hotel opportunities 

in the latter.
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Figure 7: Preferred sector for investment

Figure 8: Price discount expected by investors across sectors
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While the increasing adoption of remote working is set to negatively impact 

global long-term office demand, the impact in Asia Pacific will be relatively mild.

Most respondents expect office demand to decline moderately (up to 10%). Some 

investors, especially insurance companies, believe office demand will increase. 

These findings are largely consistent with CBRE Asia Pacific’s most recent office 

occupier survey, which found a quarter of respondents are planning to slightly 

reduce their office portfolios over the next three to five years, while more than 

20% of respondents intend to increase their office space. The findings of both 

these surveys confirm that the Asia Pacific office is here to stay.

While office demand is not expected to contract significantly over the course of 

2021, rents will remain under pressure this year. With business activity in many 

markets continuing to be disrupted by measures to contain the pandemic, many 

investors expect tenants to request rental reductions or more incentives for new 

leases including fit out subsidies and longer rent free periods. 

CBRE expects Grade A office net effective rents to remain under downward 

pressure in 2021. However, the decline will be at a milder rate than in 2020. As 

the cumulative change in rents since 2018 (assuming a three-year lease) is still 

larger than the correction, particularly in North Asia1, investors can still achieve 

higher reversal rents upon renewal.

Investors anticipate slight weakening of office demand

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021. 

Figure 9: How do you expect your corporation’s real estate portfolio to change over the 
next three to five years?

Figure 10: What is investor view of demand for physical office space in the coming three 
years? 
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Source: CBRE Research, January 2021. 
1 CBRE Asia Pacific Real Estate Market Outlook 2021
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Data centres and cold storage named most popular alternatives 

Source: RCA, Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021

Data centres were the subject of stronger interest in this year’s survey as a surge 

in demand for video conferencing and other platforms to support remote 

working led to increasing requirements for data storage. Transaction volume in 

the sector reached US$2 billion in 2020, the highest annual total in five years.

As data centres require considerable expertise to secure and operate suitable 

sites, partnering with experienced operators remains the preferred entry route for 

investors. CBRE anticipates increasing opportunities for investors to partner with 

second tier data centre operators in need of equity investment to expand their 

capacity and footprint.

The second most popular sector was cold storage, demand for which increased 

substantially over the course of 2020 due to rising requirements from occupiers 

selling groceries online and pharmaceutical products.

The survey noted growing interest in healthcare. While hospitals and medical 

centres are tightly traded and require high levels of management expertise, 

more investors are seeking pharmaceutical-orientated business parks and R&D 

laboratories.

Investors displayed weaker demand for student housing this year due to the 

widespread closure of educational institutions, travel restrictions and the rapid 

adoption of online classes.

There continues to be strong interest in real estate debt, with this year likely to 

bring a host of opportunities, particularly in China, where the government 

recently imposed new caps on bank lending to developers. This is likely to force 

developers to utilise private debt.
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Figure 11: Investor interest in alternative sector by property type

Figure 12: Direct data centre investment volume in Asia Pacific
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Investors place stronger emphasis on ESG criteria

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey 2021, CBRE Research, January 2021. 

This year’s survey noted a rising number of investors including Environmental, 

Social, and Corporate Governance (ESG) criteria in their investments. Nearly half 

of respondents, most of which came from Singapore, Australia and western 

markets, stated that they had already adopted ESG criteria in their investment 

strategies. 

The increase in adoption is being driven by regulatory and tenant requirements. 

More institutional investors, especially European-based groups, now possess 

required mandates to purchase assets with ESG certification or to commit capital 

to funds that invest in such assets.

With more listed companies required to publish information related to their ESG 

performance, office occupiers are set to demonstrate stronger demand for green 

buildings. Energy efficiency remains a key consideration while health and 

wellness is now a key focus due to the pandemic creating greater awareness 

around the importance of proper ventilation.
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Figure 13: To what extent do you plan to adopt ESG criteria into your investment strategy?
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Respondent Profile

*Others includes Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan, New Zealand and Thailand 
Institutional investor includes sovereign wealth fund, pension fund and insurance company

A total of 492 responses were received

Source: Asia Pacific Investor Intentions Survey, CBRE Research, January 2021
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